) is a good example. Across the country the. title is thought to be ironic because (a) Toronto never was for lqds, ~r (b) Toronto still is only for kids. But a .Ia recherche du Toronto perdu has wider meaning, for all cities are one to the chUd. The time is about thirty years ago, as it should be, and as most Victorian novelists ~ew it should be. The city. arid country w~re closer togeth~r; there were more eccentricities and animals around; and tjme was something to kill ra_ ther_ than be killed by. The reminiscences are held together. by the central consciousness of the author as a young man (a characteristic of the type), and by . the sense of place, especially the genius of the 'house, who is remarkablylike mine, and probaqly yours (unless you were brought up on a farm, in which case look below). Pattern is provided 'by seasonal charige ati.d celebration, far more important to the urban child than to the urbane adult.
To the rural child, seasons are even , more important, as Harry Boyle's Mostly in Clover (Clarke, Irwin, pp. x, 227, $3.75) shows, but ·there is less play 'ritual involved in the yearly cycle, partly because such ritual depends on. a band of fellow celebrants. The farm child is not lonely, because the family group is closely bound, but·as Mr. Boyle remembers, he is more often alone-and work · rituals become real earlier in his life~ His heroes are adult, and although 'Mr. Boyle, like Mr. Allen, ~v~ids analysis and sententiousness, he implies throughout _ that memories of childhood can be· soft as well as clear withou·t the author adopting-, an adolescent ethic_ Pranks do not mean rebellion. And sorrow arid aging are not morally crippling, though they are felt_
The same values-and an even greater poignancy are expressed in Phyllis Brett Young's Anything Could Happen! (Longmans, pp. 236, $4.50 ) , which recreates the-summer when the author was thirteen years old_ Mrs. Young has a rriore supple style and more sensitivity of perception than this year's other nostalgiasts, and her younger self lives more in imagination. Here the · city child moves into the country life without · commitments, by shifting to the 'child's home away from comb, the summer cottage. The ad~lt still makes this move, and so in this book there is less sense of a vanished world. But because an adult's vision and emotional response ai~ weakened, the poignancy is here heightened, esp_ecially ·when the trivial or commonplace. produces peaks of feeling· denied the-adult, or when admiration, · wonder, and revulsion are poured into character sketches. And with a cast of six youngst_ ers, Mrs. Young is better able to unify her ·reminiscences than Messrs. Allen arid Boyle, whose anecdotes are random. · · So also is Doug Smith's· Memoirs of an Old Sweat (Vanc<?uver: Doug Smith,_ pp. vi, · 154, $4.5'o), which derives, like· Mostly in Clover, ' fro'm short pieces written for periodical publication, but unlike the latter reveals damaging signs of its origin. Mr. Smith here reprints his articles from the Legionary, which are too ephemeral and special to have great appeal. Humour, language, and tone are all devised for the World War II veteran, with an occasional nod to the veterans . of the "First Great Nastiness," and the material-coines almost entirely from Mr. Sniith's well-: stocked memory· of I939-45· Dedication, terror, deep sorrow are all missing, and comradeship depends mostly on evasion of regulations or pub-crawling -on leave_ Perhaps the last war itself is-responsible, for it has produced little celebratory literature, but the freedoms here praised can surely evoke little-positive nostalgia. · _ -Diaries, which provide the .stuff of reminiscence, ·are unfortunately ordinary when read in progress_ Memory, the artist in us all, selects and gives m· eaning, but without its magic a day is a day is a day; In Love and fean.u_ t B.utter. . (N.f 4.50) Lesley Conger records a year in the life of.a · hmisewife-writei who, like all educated North American mothers, is much else and often much less. She is enjoying it, and many ofher.fellow-sufferer-enjoyers will suffer a shock of recognition, but the kaleidoscope shifts too quickly for me, and I would rather look in a few years' time whe· n things have settled down a bit, or led to . more significant neuroses. And if diaries can be published; they can be rewritten, as this one should have beenand probably would have been, if Mrs. Conger had had time.
In fact there is. little stylistic distinction in any of these books, except wasn't it? "Eating puff-ball;'' he tells us, "is like standing in· a faffiiliar place and looking in a strange direction." So is reading his .book, which; although it too is derived from occasional pieces, is warmly independent of all but its author. His mask is that of. the ordinary incompetent, wandering from city to country to cotta.ge, and any reader who has shared masks with one of our other authors will find that this one fits too. The appeal of all these books depending on shared experience, they are peculiarly defined by their potential audiences, and judged by-this criterion, Greg's Choice is the popular choice, that is, the best ofbreed.
a OHN M . ROBSON)
DRAMA AND MUSIC
Of the three works offered in dramatic form this year, ·oD.ly one· is:·:r play. Gratien Gelinas' Bousille and the Just (translated from French· by Kenneth Johnson, . Clarke, Irwin; pp. vi, 104, $2.50) is ·the work of .a man of the theatre and has stood the test of production with undeniable success. Its theme-that of the good man who can expiate dishonour only with death-is timeless; the treatment the author has chosen is by no means timeless, belonging to the era between 1900 and the First Great War. This kind of play construction, beloved by stars and actor-managers, had its heyday long since; The plot is a good one: the Gravel family approaches a crisis when Bruno, one of its sons, is to be examined .in a case of accidental death;
